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Abstract: The specific features of the destruction of tool ceramics, associated with structural heterogeneity and defects formed during diamond grinding, largely determine their reduced reliability (dispersion of resistance). This is most pronounced at increased heat and power loads on the contact surfaces and limits the industrial application of ceramic cutting tools. The surface layer of industrially produced Al₂O₃+TiC cutting inserts contains numerous defects, such as deep grooves and torn grains. During the milling of hardened steels of the 100CrMn type with increased cutting parameters, the “wear–cutting time” curves have a fan-shaped character with different wear rates. The resistance of the tool that was taken from one batch before reaching the accepted failure criterion has a significant variation in values (VarT is 30%). The study is aimed to evaluate the influence of the condition of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC inserts processed by various types of abrasive treatments, such as diamond grinding, lapping and polishing, on the quality of the (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings and the reliability of prefabricated end mills. The obtained “wear–cutting time” curves are characterized as closely intertwined bundles. The coefficient of resistance variation (the tool’s reliability) decreases by more than two times (14%). This can be used further in coating development to improve the performance of CCT.
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1. Introduction

A favorable combination of the most critical properties of tool ceramics (increased hardness, heat resistance, low affinity with most processed materials) allows using ceramic cutting tools (CCT) at extremely high cutting speeds, unattainable for carbide tools, while ensuring the high surface quality of the machined parts. Due to this, using CCT allows us to multiply the machining productivity concerning the level achieved by using a carbide tool [1,2]. The finish hard turning technologies for machining hardened structural steel with CCT within a hardness of over 50 HRC were developed more than 20 years ago. They found application in some industries (primarily in bearings) as an excellent alternative to grinding. The surface layer of the machined parts is characterized by an unfavorable stress–strain condition, which often negatively affects the performance of parts [3–5].

However, with all the advantages of CCT, the real share of its industrial use in the total global market for bladed tools is at a low level and does not show significant growth; if the share of tool ceramics in the world market for replaceable multifaceted inserts in 1991 was about 4% [6], then it increased by more than two times after almost 30 years. According to Ref. [7], the CCTs used in machining technologies accounted for about 9% of the total global market volume in 2018. Currently, the share of CCT use in the world market of cutting tools has increased slightly and is about 11%–12%. 
The broader spread of CCT in the industry is limited by the low operational efficiency of such a tool, characterized by reduced reliability (significant variation in resistance) [8,9]. This disadvantage is especially pronounced when the ceramic tool is used under a combination of increased mechanical and thermal loads and cyclic loads during milling [10–12]. When working at increased cutting speeds and relatively large cross-sections of the cut layer, an accelerated (in some cases, sudden) destruction of the CCT contact surfaces is often observed. This is due to a few reasons, such as structural heterogeneity of the ceramics and defects of a technological character present in the volumetric structure and tool surface formed at various stages of the tool life cycle (sintering and diamond grinding).

There are three possible mechanisms of destruction of the surface layer of a ceramic material under the action of external loads:

1. The mechanism of intragranular fracture of the CCT surface layer, according to which the external acting loads lead to the formation of microcracks of subcritical size in areas. The process is repeated many times, and it is the most favorable option from the point of view of the wear process and looks like a gradual abrasion of micro-sections on the CCT’s contact surfaces.

2. The mechanism of intergranular fracture with the separation of a single grain under the influence of a complex of thermal and force loads and the formation of unfavorable local areas in the CCT’s surface layer. A crack at the stable growth stage does not encounter obstacles during its development along the intergranular phase. The presence of multiple defects accelerates the development of a crack, and the critical growth stage begins with an almost instantaneous exit to the surface.

3. The mechanism of mixed destruction with separating a conglomerate of grains. This mechanism is the most unfavorable and unpredictable option for the CCT’s surface layer destruction. It is observed in the case of a critical combination of increased mechanical and thermal loads and numerous defects present in the volume and surface layer.

An analysis of the mechanisms of destruction of the CCT surface layer suggests that technological defects will be additional stress concentrators, which will lead to accelerated destruction of the tool’s contact surfaces. Unfortunately, even when using the most advanced sintering processes, the subsequent CCT diamond grinding (sharpening) negatively contributes to the surface layer’s condition and reduces the tool’s operating efficiency.

With a complex thermomechanical effect on a ceramic workpiece in the process of diamond grinding, the removal of the surface layer to the required depth occurs when stresses are created in it, the level of which exceeds the fracture stress of the material. The surface of the ceramic parts has a specific relief due to the impact of diamond grains and wheel binder friction on the sintered ceramic surface and the local plastic deformation, which occurs during high-speed heating of the ceramic surface areas and their rapid cooling [13]. Numerous technological defects reduce the efficiency of CCT operation and hinder the industrial use of the tool [14–16]. Therefore, the leading industrial application of CCT is high-speed lapping continuous machining with small cut thicknesses.

Today, a separate scientific direction, “ceramic surface engineering”, has been formed to minimize CCT surface layer defects. Within it, various technologies of ion-plasma, beam, mechanical, combined and other types of exposure are used to modify the characteristics of the surface layer, including for “healing” surface defects and improving wear resistance. Among them, the most common and cost-effective approach is the deposition of functional coatings, which have proven to increase the resistance of carbide tools—(TiAl)N, (TiZr)N, (CrAlSi)N, etc. [17–21]. Some tool manufacturers (e.g., Iscar and Sandvik) are now producing coated CCTs. Taking into account the fact that CCT is a more expensive tool and is operated at cutting speeds significantly higher than the corresponding values for a carbide tool, an increase in resistance even by 1.5–2 times due to the use of functional coatings should be regarded as a significant result [22]. Another important feature of the coatings formed on the CCT is their rational thickness. Whereas for high-speed steel and carbide, the optimal thickness is usually around 6.0 µm, for CCT, the maximum thickness of the
applied coatings should not exceed 4.0 µm. With an increase in this value, it is impossible to ensure the high strength of the adhesive bond between coatings and ceramic substrates, and their delamination is observed even under insignificant external loads [23–27].

The well-known works of scientists [28–32] are aimed at the research of the effect of various coatings of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramics on the wear pattern of CCT working surfaces, evaluating the coating effect on the average tool resistance and on the roughness of the workpiece surface layer when turning workpieces made of high-hard cast irons, hardened bearing and tool steels. According to various studies, by applying coatings of TiN, (TiAl)N (AlTi)N and (TiAlSi)N during turning, an increase in the average tool resistance of cutting inserts by 1.2–2.5 times compared to uncoated CCT is achieved. The authors of Ref. [22] increased the average tool resistance of ceramic cutting inserts based on Al₂O₃+TiC by 1.8 times compared to an uncoated tool when milling hardened bearing steel by applying (TiZr)N coating. At the same time, the analysis of the results of previous studies shows that coatings with a thickness of up to 4.0 µm are not able to “heal” numerous defects in the form of deep grooves and torn grains, which are visible already on the surface of coatings when studying their microstructure, but only reduce the depth of the defective layer [32–34].

However, even with the specific features of the coating deposition on a defective surface described above, their application to CCT certainly changes the conditions for the physicochemical interaction of the tool contact surfaces with the workpiece and the shearing chips during cutting, which increases the average cutting resistance. However, when evaluating the efficiency of CCT operation under conditions of increased cross-sections of the cut layer and high cutting speeds, it is impossible to focus only on the average tool resistance (Tav). This performance indicator is often not informative. The dependence of wear along the back surface of Al₂O₃+TiC-based ceramic cutting inserts on cutting time is a random variable, and a group of wear curves can have a pronounced fan-like character [9]. This nature of wear development over time is difficult to predict, and the resistance of CCT (time to reach the accepted failure criterion) has a significant variation in values. Under the conditions of machine-building production, when making decisions about the appropriateness of using a cutting tool, along with average resistance, reliability is evaluated by variation (dispersion) of resistance (VarT). So far, this critical performance characteristic has yet to be the focus of attention of researchers and specialists involved in applying various coatings on CCT.

With a particular value of previously obtained experimental results in improving the wear resistance of CCT by applying functional coatings, they are united by a narrow formulation of the tasks to be solved. The understudied issues regard assessing the effect of the condition of the CCT surface layer on the characteristics of the formed coatings and their performance indicators during cutting under conditions of intense mechanical and thermal loads.

The purpose of this work is to study the influence of the condition of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic cutting inserts processed by diamond grinding and polishing on the quality of the formed coatings (for example, (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N) and the reliability of prefabricated face mills when cutting bearing steel 100CrMn6 with increased cross-sections of the cut layer.

The novelty of the work lies in evaluating the coated CCT reliability by variation (dispersion) of resistance (VarT), a critical performance characteristic that has not been researched so far. The study is conducted with sample Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic cutting inserts processed by diamond grinding and polishing, on which surface (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings were deposed, in conditions of 100CrMn6 bearing steel cutting with increased cross-sections of the cut layer.

The practical significance of the work lies in evaluating the (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings’ effect on industrially diamond grinded and additionally polished Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic cutting inserts on the reliability of the CCT under increased mechanical and thermal cyclic contact loads.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cutting Tool, Processed Material and Reliability Assessment Methodology

As a cutting tool for the research, prefabricated 160 × 50 mm face mills with a mechanical fastening of 10 square ceramic cutting inserts of 12.7 × 4.76 mm were used (Figure 1). The tool material was ceramics based on Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)+TiC, in which the content of the main phases, revealed by X-ray diffraction analysis and processing of the results using the PANalytical X’Pert HighScore Plus software by PANalytical B.V. (version 3.0) and the ICCD PDF–2 database (version 2023), was 70 vol.% Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and 30 vol.% TiC.

![Figure 1. Construction of a prefabricated face mill with mechanical fastening of square cutting ceramic inserts used in testing.](image)

The practical significance of the work lies in evaluating the (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings' effect on industrially diamond grinded and additionally polished Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)+TiC ceramic cutting inserts on the reliability of the CCT under increased mechanical and thermal cyclic contact loads.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 100CrMn6 bearing steel used in testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content (%)</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments were carried out during the processing of prismatic workpieces made of steel 100CrMn6 (hardness 62–63 HRC) on a vertical milling machine BM127 (JSC Votkinsk Machine Building Plant, Votkinsk, Russia) at a cutting mode that provides high mechanical and thermal loads on the contact surfaces of ceramic inserts: cutting speed \( V = 380 \) m/min, feed \( S = 0.15 \) mm/tooth and depth \( t = 1 \) mm. To construct a group of curves, “tool wear–cutting time”, two faces of each insert (tooth) of the prefabricated cutter were tested. The size of the wear area along the back surface was measured every 2 min of operation during cutting on a Stereo Discovery V12 Zeiss optical microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany), and the wear of 400 \( \mu \)m was the limiting value. The standard calculation formula [35] was used to estimate the reliability indicator of the tool, i.e., the variation in the tool resistance \( \text{VarT} \), which characterizes the dissipation of the tool’s operating time until the wear limit is reached. Subsequently, \( \text{VarT} \) is defined as the ratio of the values of the mean square deviation and the arithmetic mean value of resistance. As a rule, for a batch of tools used under production conditions for critical machining operations on CNC machines, \( \text{VarT} \) should not exceed 10%–15%. It should be noted that ceramic tools are mainly used for machining critical engineering products on high-precision CNC machines. When the tool life dispersion exceeds 10%–15%, there is a high probability that tool failure will occur directly during the production cycle, and an expensive part will be culled. In such a situation, one has to either significantly reduce the cutting conditions, which is not economically feasible, or carry out a forced tool replacement (underestimating the failure criterion) to avoid accidents associated with premature tool failures, i.e., a...
part of the fully functional tool will be recognized as unusable, which leads to additional production costs. Therefore, the generally accepted practice in high-tech production is the requirement that the dispersion of resistance of 10%–15% and high dispersion of tool resistance values indicate low reliability of the tool and force technologists to underestimate the cutting modes [36–40].

2.2. Preparation of Cutting Ceramic Inserts with a Different Condition of the Surface Layer

To form experimental groups of ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions, commercially available square-shaped Al₂O₃+TiC CC650 inserts manufactured by Sandvik AB, Sandviken, Sweden (Figure 2) were subjected to the additional diamond abrasive processing operations—lapping and polishing. Additional processing of ceramic inserts was carried out on a lapping and polishing machine (Lapmaster Wolters, Mt Prospect, IL, USA) with unique lapping and polishing wheels using various diamond suspensions (with a grain size of 50/40, 40/28 for lapping, and 10/7, 5/3 for polishing) at a cutting speed of 3 m/s. Thus, two groups of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts were prepared for research: after diamond grinding (I), after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (II). Lapping and polishing as additional operations for the abrasive processing of ceramic inserts were chosen based on the fact that these processes can significantly minimize the degree of defectiveness of the surface layer formed during diamond grinding [41–43].

![SEM images of the general view (a) and the cutting part (b) of commercially available CC650 ceramic inserts used in testing.](image)

**Figure 2.** SEM images of the general view (a) and the cutting part (b) of commercially available CC650 ceramic inserts used in testing.

2.3. Coating of Ceramic Inserts

The deposition of (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N PVD coatings with a thickness of ~3.7 µm on two groups of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts was carried out on a pilot technological unit developed at the Moscow State University of Technology “STANKIN”, equipped with devices for plasma generation [44–48]. The schematic diagram and the main components of the unit are shown in Figure 3. The vacuum-arc coating deposition method was chosen as a method that provides high productivity for the needs of tool production [49–52]. The technological process of applying coatings to ceramic inserts included three stages: purification in gas plasma, bombardment with metal ions and deposition of a coating of the required composition by the vacuum-arc method [53–56]. The values of the technological modes under which the coating was applied are given in Table 2.
The vacuum-arc coating deposition method was chosen as a method that provides high productivity for the needs of tool production. The technological process of applying coatings to ceramic inserts included three stages: purification in gas plasma, bombardment with metal ions and deposition of a coating of the required composition by the vacuum-arc method. The values of the technological modes under which the coating was applied are given in Table 2.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of a technological unit for coating ceramic inserts: 1—vacuum chamber; 2, 3—cathodes; 4, 5—cathode shutters; 6—gas supply system; 7—ceramic inserts; 8—planetary rotation device; 9—heating element; 10, 11—power sources of cathode coils; 12, 13—cathode current sources; 14—reference voltage source; 15—heating element power source; 16—switch; (b) installation appearance.
Table 2. Technological modes of coating on Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of the Process</th>
<th>Technological Modes of the Process</th>
<th>Value of the Modes When Applying Two Options of Coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TiZr)N (TiAl)N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purification in gas plasma</td>
<td>Arc currents at the cathode, A</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias voltage, V</td>
<td>600 ... 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Argon pressure, Pa</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purification time, min</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal ion bombardment</td>
<td>Number and material of cathodes</td>
<td>1 Ti + 1 Zr (Ti) 1 Ti + 1 Al (Al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arc currents at the cathode, A</td>
<td>110 (Ti) 110 (Ti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias voltage, V</td>
<td>100 (Zr) 80 (Al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ion bombardment time, min</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating deposition</td>
<td>Number and material of cathodes</td>
<td>1 Ti + 1 Zr (Ti) 1 Ti + 1 Al (Al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arc currents at the cathode, A</td>
<td>110 (Ti) 110 (Ti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bias voltage, V</td>
<td>100 (Zr) 80 (Al)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reaction gas pressure N₂/Ar, Pa</td>
<td>4.0 × 10⁻¹ 4.5 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deposition time (for h = 3.7 µm), min</td>
<td>50 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Investigation of the Properties of the Surface Layer of Ceramic Inserts after Abrasive Treatment and Coating

To construct the surface profilograms of two groups of ceramic inserts without coatings and after coating, a Dektak XT stylus profilometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was used, which performs a set of electromechanical measurements using contact scanning of the required surface area with a highly sensitive diamond tip at a given motion speed. Based on the measurement results, a specialized software processes the information, visualizes and constructs the necessary profilograms. The specified equipment was used to evaluate the following characteristics of the surface layer in accordance with the ISO 4287:1997 standard: Ra is the arithmetic average of the absolute values of microroughness within the length of the sample in the direction of the X-axis of the ceramic insert; Rt is the total height of the profile, estimated as the sum of the most significant height of the profile peak and the most significant depth of the profile cavity within the length of the evaluated section of the ceramic insert. The values of these parameters were determined by the results of the analysis of ten inserts of each group.

For the microstructure study of the surface of ceramic inserts subjected to diamond processing and coating, the method of scanning electron microscopy on VEGA3 LMH (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic) equipment was used.

The crack resistance and microhardness of ceramic inserts after various abrasive processing technologies were determined on a QnessQ10A universal microhardness tester (Qness GmbH, Mammelzen, Germany) by Vickers pyramid indentation. When evaluating microhardness, the load on the indenter was 2 kg, and when assessing crack resistance, it was 5 kg. After indentation, the values of the diagonals of the indentations and the lengths of cracks propagating from the corners of the indentations were measured, on the basis of which the crack resistance (Kc) and microhardness HV were determined from the known dependences [57].

To study the influence of the condition of the surface layer and applied coatings of ceramic inserts on the abrasion resistance under abrasive conditions, tests were carried out on a Calowear (CSM Instruments, Peseux, Switzerland) device under pressure on samples with a force of 0.2 N of a rotating sphere of hardened steel, where a water-based abrasive
suspension was fed into the contact zone. Optical analysis of the geometric dimensions of the wear holes, as well as their measurement on a stylus profilometer, made it possible to quantify and qualitatively assess the volumetric wear of the samples [58].

The evaluation of the change in the friction coefficient of ceramic inserts after various options for abrasive treatment and coating over time was carried out on a THT-S-AX0000 (CSEM, Neuchatel, Switzerland) tribometer during rotation of the ceramic inserts relative to a fixed ceramic ball with a diameter of 6 mm at a load of 1 N, a sliding speed of 10 cm/s and a test temperature of 800 °C [59].

To obtain data on the nanohardness and modulus of elasticity of coatings formed on ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions, we used the method of nanoindentation with a Berkovich diamond indenter on Nano Hardness Tester (CSEM, Neuchatel, Switzerland) equipped with specialized software based on the Oliver W.C. and Pharr G.M. algorithm [60]. The measurements were carried out at a load of 2.0 mN, and the duration of the load–unload cycle was 50 s. Based on the obtained experimental data, the nanohardness (H) and modulus of elasticity (E) of the coatings were calculated. In addition, the H/E ratio, which was called the index of plasticity, was evaluated, which can be used to judge the viscosity of coatings and their ability to resist possible deformation and destruction under external loads [61]. To reduce possible measurement errors, data were obtained by evaluating 10 inserts from each group. An assessment was performed of the adhesive bond strength of the formed coatings with ceramic substrates by sclerometry (scratch testing) with the fixation of the spectrum of acoustic emission signals on the NANOVEA M1 scratch tester (Irvine, CA, USA). A Rockwell indenter in the form of a diamond cone with a radius at the apex R = 100 µm and a taper angle of 120 degrees was used as an indenter. Three scratches 5 mm long were applied to each ceramic insert. The tests were performed at a linearly increasing load of up to 50 N and a loading speed of 5 N/min. During the trial, acoustic emission spectra and the corresponding forces were recorded. According to the results of three measurements, the normal load was identified, which corresponded to the moment of delamination of the coatings [62–64].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Influence of Various Types of Abrasive Treatment on the Condition and Characteristics of the Surface Layer of Ceramic Inserts

The characteristic 3D profilograms and SEM images of the microstructure of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts of the two groups under study are shown in Figure 4, and Table 3 presents the generalized data on the characteristics of the surface layer of ceramic samples after various options for abrasive treatment.

The obtained experimental data clearly demonstrate the pronounced changes that occur on the surface layer of industrially produced ceramic inserts as a result of the use of additional abrasive processing—lapping and polishing. The surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC inserts present on the market after diamond grinding (Figure 4a) is full of numerous defects; deep grooves are observed, profiled by diamond grains of the grinding wheel, as well as tearing of ceramic material grains occurring under the influence of force loads. It should be noted that despite the pronounced defectiveness, the roughness parameter Ra of ceramic inserts after diamond grinding does not exceed the restrictions imposed by the current standards for the manufacture of ceramic tools, in particular, those specified in GOST 25003-81: “Ceramic indexable throw-away inserts for cutting tools. Specifications”. The average value of Ra, according to the results of evaluation of 10 samples, does not exceed 0.3 µm (Table 3), and the maximum value of Ra is 0.33 µm (Figure 4a). Thus, from the point of view of assessing the defectiveness of the surface layer of ceramic inserts, the parameter Ra is not informative, since the value of the Ra parameter is not significantly affected by the grooves and sites of local destruction. The most informative parameter that could be used in practice to assess the defectiveness of the surface layer of ceramic inserts after grinding is the Rt parameter, the measurement of which makes it possible to take into account all kinds of grooves, micropits and other defects. Thus, the Rt parameter can in fact be regarded
as the depth of the defective layer. The average value of Rt from the evaluation results of 10 samples after diamond grinding was 3.32 µm (Table 3), and the maximum set value was 4.0 µm (Figure 4a).

![Profileograph](image1)

**Figure 4.** 3D profilograms (left) and SEM images (right) of the microstructure of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts after diamond grinding (a) and after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (b).

**Table 3.** Characteristics of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts after various types of abrasive treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Option of Abrasive Treatment of Ceramic Inserts Al₂O₃+TiC</th>
<th>Average Values of the Characteristics of the Surface Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crack Resistance Kc (MPa·m¹/₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Diamond grinding (I)</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (II)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of additional lapping and polishing minimizes the defects formed during the diamond grinding of ceramic inserts, as illustrated by the profilogram and SEM image of the microstructure of the surface layer (Figure 4b). The average value of Rt, according to the evaluation results of 10 samples after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing, was...
0.33 µm (Table 3), and the maximum value was 0.42 µm (Figure 4a). Thus, the depth of the defective layer with the use of additional abrasive treatment was reduced by ten times.

The results of studies of the crack resistance (Kc) of the surface layer of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts that underwent various types of abrasive treatments showed a certain relationship between this indicator and the presence of defects. In quantitative terms, the increase in Kc of ceramic inserts after diamond grinding (I group) and minimizing defects through additional lapping and polishing (II group) was ~6%—from 3.68 to 3.9 MPa·m⁰.³³, respectively (Table 3). At the same time, there were no significant differences in the microhardness (HV) of the surface ceramic inserts that underwent various types of abrasive treatments using the assessment method.

The dependences of the volume of worn material on the test time presented in Figure 5 give a particular idea of the wear kinetics of ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions and their resistance to abrasive wear. It is noticeable that the presence of diamond grinding defects in the surface layer of ceramic inserts made of Al₂O₃+TiC (group I) significantly reduces the ability of ceramics to resist abrasive wear. Inserts with minimal surface layer defects, which underwent additional lapping and polishing (group II) throughout the entire test distance, showed significantly lower wear values; after 20 min, their volumetric wear of the samples was two times less than that of the samples of group I. Taking into account that the microhardness of the contact surfaces of ceramic inserts after additional abrasive treatment increases very slightly, the increase in abrasion resistance under abrasive conditions for samples with minimal surface layer defects can be explained by the minimization of stress concentrators [12,65], which lead to accelerated destruction of the contact surfaces of the tool, including the mixed mechanism described above.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.** Dependences of the volume wear of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with the different conditions of the surface layer (I—diamond grinding; II—diamond grinding, lapping and polishing) on the time of abrasive exposure.

The contact surfaces of ceramic inserts during the cutting process are subjected to high thermal loads, so it is important to study the condition of the surface layer for tribological characteristics during high-temperature heating. Figure 6 shows the dependences of the coefficient of friction (COF) during high-temperature heating of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts that underwent diamond grinding (I) and after minimizing defects using lapping and polishing (II). The experimental curves show that samples with the lowest level of defects somewhat reduce the average COF value compared with samples of inserts subjected to diamond grinding. A significant result is a change in the nature of COF development over time (Figure 6). For samples in group I with high defectiveness, the COF changes abruptly; first, its value increases, reaching maximum values, then sharply decreases, increases again
and only stabilizes with time. Such a non-monotonic change in COF is apparently the result of alternating processes of the adhesive setting of the contacting surfaces and destruction of the “bridges” of adhesive bonds. For ceramic samples in group II, the change in COF over the entire friction path is monotonic, which indicates more favorable conditions for frictional interaction with the counterbody. It can be assumed that the noted changes in the nature of the contact interaction under friction-sliding conditions are also largely associated with a significant decrease in the roughness of the contact surfaces after the application of lapping and polishing, the data on which are given in Table 3.

3.2. Influence of the Condition of the Surface Layer of Ceramic Inserts on the Quality of the Formed Coatings

The results of experimental studies carried out in this work on the study of the characteristics of tool coatings with a total thickness of ~3.7 µm based on (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N nitrides deposited on ceramic inserts by vacuum-arc evaporation show that the microstructure, morphology and physicomechanical properties of the coatings are strongly dependent on the defectiveness of the surface layer of the ceramic substrate. Figures 7a and 8a show SEM images and 3D profilograms of the microstructure of (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings formed on ceramic substrates after diamond grinding with high imperfection. It can be seen that the morphological pattern of the coatings largely copies the characteristic defects present in the surface layer of ceramic inserts, which were discussed above (Figure 4). The microstructure of the deposited coatings includes various pores and discontinuities, and numerous defects in the form of deep grooves and torn grains, which are present on industrially produced ceramic inserts, are clearly visible on them. At the same time, a quantitative assessment of the samples by the Rt parameter made it possible to find out that the (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings reduce this indicator by ~30%–35%.

To differentiate the defects of the formed coatings into those related to the condition of the ceramic substrates and the technological features of the condensation processes, it is necessary to consider the microstructures of coatings deposited under identical conditions on ceramic substrates after additional lapping and polishing, which have minimal defects (Figures 7b and 8b). A comparison of the presented SEM images of microstructures and 3D profilograms with the data of Figures 7a and 8a shows that the coatings deposited on “defect-free” ceramic substrates only have well-known defects and features associated with the processes of coating synthesis, crystallite growth and micro-drops formation [66,67]. It should be noted that it is conditionally considered that if the SEM analysis (a quite fine
study) does not reveal defects, then such a surface can be regarded as “defect-free” in comparison with the gross defects of industrial samples.

Figure 7. SEM images of the microstructure and 3D profilogram of (TiZr)N coatings deposited on Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions after diamond grinding (a) and after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (b).

Figure 8. SEM images of the microstructure and 3D profilogram of (TiAl)N coatings deposited on Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions after diamond grinding (a) and after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (b).
As the data shown in Table 4 demonstrate, the degree of defectiveness of the surface layer on which the coatings are deposited significantly affects their physical and mechanical characteristics. The nanoindentation curves calculated from the analysis of (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings formed on ceramic inserts with different conditions of the surface layer made it possible to determine their nanohardness (H) and modulus of elasticity (E). Table 4 also provides reference data on the characteristics of commercially available Al₂O₃+TiC inserts with TiN coatings. It should be noted that minimizing the degree of defectiveness slightly increases the nanohardness of (TiZr)N coatings (from 29 to 31 GPa) and also reduces the spread of this index for the two coatings under study. In addition, for the formed coatings based on (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N, a slight (~5%) decrease in the modulus of elasticity and a decrease in the spread of this value were noted. The ratio (H/E), called the index of plasticity and by which it is possible to approximate the fracture toughness of a coating and its ability to resist possible deformation and fracture during cutting [68], also varies depending on the condition of the ceramic substrate. As can be seen from the presented data (Table 4), the maximum H/E ratio at the level of 0.1 had coatings (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N formed on ceramic inserts after additional lapping and polishing, while this indicator for coatings formed on non-defective inserts after diamond grinding was 0.09 and 0.08, respectively.

Table 4. Physical and mechanical characteristics of coatings deposited on Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with different conditions of the surface layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Composition of the Coating on the Ceramic Insert</th>
<th>Physical and Mechanical Characteristics</th>
<th>Breaking Load When Assessing Adhesion (H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nanohardness H (GPa)</td>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity E (GPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al₂O₃+TiC after diamond grinding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>TiN (industrial)</td>
<td>24 ± 3</td>
<td>305 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>(TiAl)N</td>
<td>33 ± 4</td>
<td>342 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>(TiZr)N</td>
<td>29 ± 3</td>
<td>329 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Al₂O₃+TiC after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>(TiAl)N</td>
<td>33 ± 1</td>
<td>326 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>(TiZr)N</td>
<td>31 ± 1</td>
<td>310 ± 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A significant influence of the condition of the surface layer of ceramic inserts on the coefficient of friction of coatings during high-temperature heating was found (Table 4). The (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings deposited on “defect-free” substrates had lower average COF values—0.6 and 0.5 relative to 0.7 and 0.6 for coatings deposited on samples after diamond grinding, and a decrease in COF differences along the entire test distance in friction with a counterbody.

The assessment of the adhesive bond strength of the formed coatings with ceramic substrates, carried out within the framework of the studies, showed that the coatings (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N formed on defective substrates delaminate at relatively low loads—31 N and 32 N, respectively (Table 4). Similarly low adhesion values were obtained by the authors of Ref. [25] in a study on various nitride coatings. This is an extremely important observation, as understanding the reasons behind it can largely explain the insufficient effectiveness of coatings when applied to ceramic tools with numerous defects in the surface layer. For example, the authors of Ref. [34], who studied the effect of deposition of various PVD coatings on the characteristics of tool ceramics under the influence of external loads, place particular emphasis on the fact that the performance properties of a ceramic substrate with coatings depend mainly on their adhesion to the substrate.
It is known [69,70] that the adhesive bond strength of PVD coatings with a substrate depends on many factors and is one of the key characteristics of a coated tool. In particular, the presence and number of bonds between the contacting bodies and the area of actual contact between the coating and the substrate are of great importance, which decreases in the presence of numerous grooves and torn grains on the surface of the ceramic substrate. In addition, the presence of various defects on the ceramic insert during the deposition of thin vacuum-plasma coatings contributes to the formation of common defects in their growth in the form of porosity and deformation of crystallites. Microdefects on a ceramic substrate can lead to misorientation of the axes of growing crystallites, and a high density of microroughness leads to the formation of a large volume of porosity near the coating–substrate interface [71,72]. Thus, the increased defectiveness of the surface layer of the ceramic substrate, formed during diamond grinding, contributes to the formation of high internal stresses in the coating, which, when exposed to heat and power loads during the cutting process, can lead to both small and significant delamination centers. In other words, a defective ceramic substrate contributes to the formation of defective coatings with insufficient adhesive bond strength. The data given in Table 4 show that the (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings formed on “defect-free” substrates subjected to additional lapping and polishing had significantly higher values of loads at which the coating delaminates—41 and 43 N, respectively, which is ~30% higher than the loads established for coatings formed on ceramic inserts after diamond grinding.

The dependences of the volume of worn material on the test time presented in Figure 9 make it possible to judge the resistance of (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings formed on ceramic inserts with different surface layer conditions to abrasion. The coatings noticeably reduce the volume wear of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramics, both in the case of their deposition on defective substrates and in the case of formation on “defect-free” inserts—(TiAl)N by 1.4–1.5 times and (TiZr)N by 2.0 times. That is to say, even with the above-described negative effect of a defective surface layer on the quality of the formed coatings (Figures 7a and 8a) and the failure to provide adequate adhesive strength, their application to ceramic inserts certainly changes the conditions for the interaction of the contact surfaces with the counter body and inhibits the development of wear holes. Since the intensity of abrasive wear is strongly dependent on the hardness of the surface layer of the contacting pair, these changes, first of all, should be associated with a higher hardness of nitride coatings (29 GPa or more, according to Table 4) in comparison with the hardness of the original ceramics based on Al₂O₃+TiC, which is 14.82 GPa for diamond grinding and 15.1 GPa for additional lapping and polishing (Table 3). However, these changes may not be sufficient to increase the wear resistance of ceramic inserts during the cutting of hardened steels, when the contact surfaces experience not only the mechanical pressure of the highly hard material being processed but are also subjected to intense thermal loads. Therefore, for a comprehensive assessment of the contribution of the condition of the surface layer of the ceramic substrate to the performance of ceramic inserts, it is necessary to conduct full-scale cutting tests. For these purposes, the (TiZr)N coating was chosen, as it showed the best results in friction tests and under abrasive conditions compared with (TiAl)N coating.
3.3. Influence of the Condition of the Surface Layer of Ceramic Inserts with Coatings on Reliability when Milling Hardened Steel

To determine the contribution of the surface layer condition of ceramic inserts to CCT performance, the following four options of face mills equipped with Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC square inserts were tested when machining prismatic 100CrMn6 hardened steel workpieces:

1. industrially produced Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC ceramic inserts subjected to diamond grinding at the final stage of manufacturing;
2. industrially produced Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC ceramic inserts subjected to diamond grinding and (TiZr)N coating with a thickness of ~3.7 µm;
3. industrially produced Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC ceramic inserts subjected to diamond grinding and additional lapping and polishing;
4. industrially produced Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC ceramic inserts subjected to diamond grinding and additional lapping and polishing and (TiZr)N coating with a thickness of ~3.7 µm.

Figure 10a,b show groups of “wear–cutting time” curves constructed based on the test results of 20 faces of industrially produced cutting inserts made of Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC without coating and after coating with (TiZr)N at cutting speed V = 380 m/min, feed S = 0.15 mm/tooth and depth t = 1 mm.
Figure 10. Group of “wear–cutting time” curves of cutting faces of ceramic inserts made of Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC after diamond grinding when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 ($V = 380$ m/min, $S = 0.15$ mm/tooth, $t = 1$ mm) uncoated (a) and coated with (TiZr)N (b).

The experimental data clearly illustrate (Figure 10a) the disadvantages associated with the low reliability of CCT and limiting its industrial application. It can be seen that the curves of the “wear–cutting time” implementations have a pronounced fan-shaped character with different wear rates of the cutting faces after the completion of the run-in stage. Attention is drawn to the extremely large variation in the values of the resistance of ceramic inserts before reaching the accepted failure criterion (400 $\mu$m). The average resistance ($T_{av}$) of a batch of ceramic inserts under the selected cutting modes is 9 min, and the resistance variation ($VarT$) is 30%.

Figure 10b shows the “wear–cutting time” dependences of industrially produced ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coatings. It can be seen that the formation of coatings practically does not affect the nature of the development of wear over the cutting time, and the curves have a difficult-to-predict fan-shaped character with a large dispersion of resistance ($VarT$ is $\sim$30%). At the same time, the coating increases the average resistance by 1.4 times ($T_{av}$ is 13.2 min) of ceramic inserts made of Al$_2$O$_3$+TiC when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 compared to an uncoated tool.
Figure 11a,b show the experimentally obtained “wear–cutting time” curves constructed based on the test results of 20 faces of industrially produced cutting inserts made of Al₂O₃+TiC, subjected to additional lapping and polishing, uncoated and after deposition of (TiZr)N coating. A comparison of the experimental data presented in Figures 10a and 11a demonstrates the pronounced changes that occur when milling hardened steel with “defect-free” ceramic inserts; the group of “wear–cutting time” curves has the form of a fairly closely intertwined bundle of curves with relatively small dispersion in resistance values.

For ceramic inserts that underwent additional lapping and polishing, the Tav is 10.8 min, which, in comparison with industrially produced inserts, cannot be called a significant result (an increase of only 1.2 times). The two-fold reduction in the dispersion of resistance should be considered the most critical result; when milling hardened steel with “defect-free” ceramic inserts, the VarT is 14%. A comparison of test results of “defect-free” ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coating (Figure 11b) with the test results of ceramics after diamond grinding (Figure 10a) shows similar changes; the obtained dependences of “wear–cutting time” have the form of an intertwining bundle of curves with a significantly smaller dispersion of resistance. VarT was reduced to 15%, which is 2 times less than that of industrially produced inserts. Simultaneously, with the increase in reliability, the use of “defect-free” ceramic inserts made of Al₂O₃+TiC with (TiZr)N coating when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 demonstrates an increase in the average resistance by 1.7 times compared to ceramic inserts present on the market with pronounced defects in the surface layer.

To quantify the contribution of surface layer defects to the performance of coated CCTs when milling 100CrMn6-type hardened steel, Figure 12 shows the averaged curves of development of wear focused over time along the back surface of the cutting faces of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coatings formed on substrates after diamond grinding (I) and diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (II). Additionally, Figure 12 shows data on the range of variations in the average resistance (ΔT) during the testing of 20 faces of ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coatings, with different conditions of the surface layer (in Figure 12, the ΔT range areas are highlighted with the corresponding color). These data summarize the above results shown in Figures 10b and 11b.
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when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 (V = 380 m/min, S = 0.15 mm/tooth, t = 1 mm). The change in VarT in accordance with the performed calculations was 15%, which is two times less than that of ceramic inserts after diamond grinding and (TiZr)N coating.

Figure 11. Group of “wear–cutting time” curves of cutting faces of ceramic inserts made of Al2O3+TiC after diamond grinding, lapping and polishing when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 (V = 380 m/min, S = 0.15 mm/tooth, t = 1 mm) uncoated (a) and coated with (TiZr)N (b).

Figure 12. Average curves of wear development over time along the back surface and the range of changes in resistance (ΔT) of cutting edges of Al2O3+TiC ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coatings formed on substrates after diamond grinding (I) and diamond grinding, lapping and polishing (II) when milling hardened steel 100CrMn6 (V = 380 m/min, S = 0.15 mm/tooth, t = 1 mm).

In the case of the formation of (TiZr)N coatings on “defect-free” ceramic substrates, a slight increase in the average resistance is provided—by 1.2 times in comparison with the same coatings formed on the inserts after diamond grinding. The most important result of minimizing the degree of defectiveness of the ceramic substrate on which the coating is deposited is a significant decrease in the ΔT range (by ~1.9 times) and the spread of VarT. The change in VarT in accordance with the performed calculations was 15%, which is two times less than that of ceramic inserts after diamond grinding and (TiZr)N coating.

4. Discussion

The specific features of the destruction of tool ceramics, associated with structural heterogeneity and defects present on the surface layer formed during diamond grinding, largely determine their reduced reliability (large dispersion of resistance), which is most pronounced at increased heat and power loads on the contact surfaces, including the
ones of cyclic nature, which significantly limits the industrial application of CCT. At the same time, premature destruction of the cutting part can occur at various stages of tool operation—both during the run-in period and at the stage of regular wear [8,11,22].

The surface layer of industrially produced Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts after diamond grinding is full of numerous defects and contains deep grooves profiled by diamond grains of the grinding wheel and the tearing of ceramic material grains occurring under the action of force loads [10,16]. The “wear–cutting time” curves have a pronounced fan-shaped character with different wear rates of the cutting edges during the use of these ceramic inserts in the conditions of milling hardened steels of 100CrMn type with increased cutting speeds and increased sections of the cut layer [9]. The resistance of a tool from one batch before reaching the accepted failure criterion has a significant variation in values (VarT is 30%), which does not provide high reliability. The use of widespread instrumental vacuum-plasma coatings, such as TiN, (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N, does not provide significant “healing” of surface layer defects formed during diamond grinding of ceramic inserts but is only able to minimize the depth of the defective layer [20,23,25]. The morphological pattern of the formed coatings largely copies the characteristic defects present on the surface layer of the tool [32–34].

The increased defectiveness of the surface layer of the ceramic substrate contributes to the formation of defective coatings (porous and discontinuous), characterized by reduced adhesive bond strength, which significantly reduces their effectiveness when applied to CCT [22,23,33]. Despite the negative impact of the defective surface layer of the ceramic substrate on the quality of the formed coatings, their deposition on the CCT changes the conditions of the contact interaction between the working surfaces of the tool and the material to be processed.

During the operation of industrially produced Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts, on which the (TiZr)N coating was deposed, an increase in the average resistance (Tav) by 1.4 times is noted compared to the base-coated tool in the conditions of milling hardened steels of the 100CrMn type with increased cutting speeds and increased sections of the cut layer (Figure 10). At the same time, the coating does not solve the main problem of CCT associated with low reliability; the tool resistance has a significant variation (VarT is 30%).

The use of additional lapping and polishing of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts significantly increases resistance to abrasive wear (by 2 times, Figure 5), increases the crack resistance (by ~6%) (Table 3), determined by indentation, and also favorably affects (stabilizes) the conditions of frictional interaction with the counter body during high-temperature heating. When using the ceramic inserts in the conditions of milling hardened steels of the 100CrMn type with increased cutting speeds and increased sections of the cut layer, the “wear–cutting time” curves have the form of fairly closely intertwined bundles of curves, and the coefficient of resistance variation, which characterizes the reliability of the tool, decreases by more than two times (VarT is 14%, Figure 11a). When (TiAl)N and (TiZr)N coatings are deposited on “defect-free” ceramic substrates that underwent additional lapping and polishing, the microstructure of the coatings is determined by the features of the processes of coating synthesis, the growth of crystallites of coating elements and micro-drops formation (Figures 7b, 8b and 11b).

The index of plasticity (H/E), which characterizes the ability to resist possible deformations and fracture during cutting for coatings deposited on “defect-free” substrates, increases by an average of 10% for (TiAl)N coatings and by 14% for (TiZr)N coatings concerning similar coatings formed on ceramic samples that underwent diamond grinding and have numerous defects on the surface layer (Table 4). The use of “defect-free” Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coating during the milling of hardened steels of the 100CrMn type with increased cutting speeds and increased sections of the cut layer demonstrates an increase in average resistance (Tav) by 1.7 times compared to the ceramic inserts present on the market with noticeable defects on the surface layer (Figures 10a and 11b). Compared to ceramic inserts after diamond grinding and (TiZr)N coating, the increase in average resistance is less significant and amounts to 1.2 times (Figures 10b and 11b).
5. Conclusions

The analytical and experimental studies carried out made it possible to obtain original results, indicating a strong influence of the condition of the surface layer of ceramic inserts on their performance in milling hardened steels:

1. During the operation of industrially produced Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with the (TiZr)N coating in milling hardened steels of the 100CrMn type, an increase in the average resistance (Tav) by 1.4 times compared to the base-coated tool was noted. However, the coating does not solve the main problem of CCT of low reliability, since the tool resistance has a significant variation (VarT is 30%).

2. Minimizing the defectiveness of Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts through the use of additional lapping and polishing increases the resistance to abrasive wear by two times and the crack resistance by ~6%. The coefficient of resistance variation, which characterizes the tool’s reliability, decreases by more than two times (VarT is 14%).

3. The use of “defect-free” Al₂O₃+TiC ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coating demonstrates an increase in the average resistance (Tav) by 1.7 times compared to the ceramic inserts present on the market. The increase in average resistance is less significant and amounts to 1.2 times compared to ceramic inserts after diamond grinding and (TiZr)N coating.

4. The most important result of minimizing the degree of defectiveness is a considerable decrease in the range of change in the average resistance ∆T (by ~1.9 times) and the variation in the dispersion of resistance VarT up to 15%, which is two times less than that of ceramic inserts with (TiZr)N coating.
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